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KANINE 5.0 (Professional Police K-9 Software) has been protecting officers from liability and providing helpful
statistical information about K-9 Units large and small since 2000. Over 700 agencies have chosen the
KANINE software for their K-9 records needs throughout the US, Canada and Europe because of the amazing
features, reasonable price and outstanding support.
KANINE Software has assisted K-9 handlers in maintaining accurate court mandated K-9 records with very
little time and effort. Time and time again, our customers tell us how a county attorney has commended the
handler for their outstanding K-9 records, created, of course, using the KANINE software.
Please find some basic information about the K-9 software below. If you have any questions, please don’t
hesitate to call us.

KANINE software is feature rich and we are always researching new ways of helping our users. KANINE has
brought many agency firsts to the K-9 software industry, such as our exclusive GPS TrackPack unit that
records the K-9 team’s complete track and then converts the collected data into a Google Map, or Google
Earth map. These maps can be attached to virtually any record in KANINE and can be printed or e-mailed in
pdf format at any time.
KANINE software makes record entry as quickly as possible with features like our exclusive ‘Automatic
Weather insertion’ feature and the new Event Marker. We are constantly finding ways to make navigation and
data entry quicker and more accurate, and at the same time adding printable reports that tell the whole story.

Licensing: KANINE software is licensed by the handler and can be installed on as many computers as is
required. There are no yearly fees for the KANINE software.

Costing:
Standard/ New User software license$150.00 per handler license
Standard Upgrade License (Upgrade from KANINE 2006/4.0)$50.00 per license
GPS TrackPack bundle (Software license and GPS Unit)$249.00 per handler
GPS Unit add-on (No license)$99.00 per unit
Accepted methods of payment:

We accept credit card, Purchase orders and can direct bill. All product keys that are required to begin using the
software immediately are e-mailed shortly after we receive your purchase request. GPS units are normally
shipped within 24 hours and normally take 2-4 days for delivery.

